Welcome pre-freshies
Since this will be the last campus newspaper you see until the fall term starts in September, we thought it wise to inform you about some of the things you might not know about your new University.
• Penn is in the city. Carry mace.
• Penn is in the Ivy League. Carry yourself proudly. But don't forget your mace.
• Penn is business. Carry your parent's credit card.
• Penn is Wawa and Wawa is Penn.
• If you're a freshman guy, chances are the girl you're flirting with will make the next three months of your life miserable.
• The Advising Office is populated by unicorns, centaurs, and satyrs. For help, find a senior.
• Never drink beer in the Quad while having your picture taken.
• We have no advice about drop/add but we're already on line.
• If you can't find anything at the newly -for the eighth time in eight yearsdesigned Bookstore, don't worry, no one else can either. And if you can buy your books anywhere else, they will likely be cheaper. You'll even be off the cashier line before the semester ends.
• Never open your umbrella in Super block.
• Don't drink the water.
• Good luck.
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Important tips on safety
The following is a report from Public Safety's Victim Support and Security Services Director Ruth Wells on personal safety on and off campus.
The entire Penn community is most concerned about our student, the recent victim of a serious crime. Fortunately, he knew the location of a blue-light telephone and was able to call for help.
This troubling incident gives us a signal to increase our watchfulness, for crime is a reality. The "Uniform Crime Report." published by the FBI, U.S. Department of Justice, July 1, 1986, documents that violent crime increased by 32 percent and property crime was up by 7 percent between 1976 and 1985.
A multitude of theories have been explored about the causes of crime. In every situation though, crime occurs because the criminal has the opportunity to find a victim. And before committing that crime, the assailant checks the area to make certain that police are not in view. The problem is great, but not overwhelming. There are things that you can do.
Be Alert
As summer classes end, the campus is certainly quieter, and fewer people are around.
• Walk confidently. Be alert -notice who passes you and who is behind you. Stick to well-lighted and well-travelled areas. Avoid doorways, shrubbery and other dark areas where someone could hide. Ask a friend to accompany you when you go out.
• Again, in the evening, use the "buddy system." • Surface transportation is preferred when using Public Transportation.
• Know the schedule of the Pennbus and Escort Service, so that you can use those resources when travelling alone at night.
• Carrying a weapon? That is asking for trouble -it can easily be turned against you. Consider carrying a whistle, air horn or other type of noisemaker.
• No time of day can be regarded as invulnerable. A quick trip to the water fountain, or brief turning of the back to dig into a file may be time enough to lose a purse or wallet.
• Propped doors can let in unwanted thieves and assaulters.
Nuisance Telephone Calls
Nuisance telephone calls can be a source of discomfort, annoyance and fear, especially when they are received several at a time or at odd hours. These nuisance calls include the type where the caller remains silent after you answer, as well as the abusive, harassing or obscene calls.
Here are a few ideas on how to deal with them.
• Always use the telephone on your terms, not on those of the caller. Don't talk to anyone unless you want to.
• If you get repeated calls apparently from the same source, call Public Safety at 898-7297. We will work with you and with the telephone company to eliminate the problem.
Vacation time • Make reservations in advance. Be sure someone knows where you will be.
• Do not carry a large amount of cash. Use traveler's checks or credit cards.
• Travel light. Take only the clothes, jewelry and accessories you really need.
• Do not wander into strange areas by yourself. Arrange for guided tours.
• If you are travelling by car, make sure it is in good mechanical condition.
• Have maps prepared and study them. Getting lost is no fun and can be dangerous.
• If you suffer from any medical condition, carry documentation of the nature of the problem, treatment and prescribed medication. 
Why everything is not really all right By Hilda Beltran
On one of the nights in which nothing unmentionable happened to her she had to walk through a seedy neighborhood in D.C. to get to the apartment of the friend with whom she was spending the night. She was carrying a leather purse that had nothing in it worth grabbing because it was the weekend of New Year's Eve and she had already spent all her money on her giddy celebration of the good things in life that the future held in store.
The fact is, she was drunk as a skunk and happy as a lark on that night in which nothing terrible happened. Nothing, neither the dark alleys nor the glass that glared at her with the admonition that she did not belong, was harsh enough phase her. "I was like Mr. Magoo," she told me later. And when out of that booby-trap of bricks, the caricature of a shadow transformed itself into the stretching of a man's arms, she performed the most unbelievable cartoon impossibility ever. "Duuuude," her voice cried out from the depths of her oblivion, "Dude, you're ruuuining my New Year!" His jaw dropped like a yoyo to the sidewalk and bounced there for a minute until,-conquered by her simplicity, he flattened out again into the night, leaving her to finish the obstacle course that led to the bed her host had set up for her.
Sometimes we're blind drunk. Most of the times we're blind with luck. All of the time we are blind to the future, and too often we take for granted the notion that since the future takes care of itself, the people we have loved in the past will too.
On the night that something unmentionably violent did happen to my friend, she was not out on the streets in a dangerous, unfamiliar neighborhood. Unforeseeably, uncxplainably, unexpectedly, unfairly, and most of all undeservedly and un-"undo"ably, violence hit her in her own apartment, in the city she calls home, where she was sitting reading a book.
Two weeks after the unbelievable happened I still •didn't know. In the third week I read a poem in a book by E.B. White that she gave to me as a Christmas gift. It is a good poem. It made me miss her. The verse is light.
It was the fourth week when the phone rang. A mutual friend who wanted me to know. "I'm angry too..." she was saying. But I got lost after the word "anger"; I was shocked by the news and suprised by a prayer. The next thing I hear from the other end of the line is my name, " "Hilda? Hil? Hilda, she's all right." All right? Even when she gets out of the hospital and back to her job she will go home at night to the past, to her anger.
And everything's all right? Why should anyone at all who is a part of this world be coerced to live on with that kind of all right? And why should it happen to her, who is fun, who is bright, who is generous and sensitive, and who is a part of my life?
I can't pretend to understand the intensity or the scope of my friend's emotions, but I do lay a claim to a fraction of them. Through her I have been invaded. Through her and for her I have been hurt and changed. I've taken up the cross my friend will bear, and it's dug a chip in my shoulder. This is why the mirror reflects an image I don't quite recognize. This is why my fingers are banging wildly on this keyboard, why I've edited out five unprintable words, why before I'm through I will edit out at least five more. This is why tonight my column is a window through which I'm screaming: "I'm mad as hell and I won't take it anymore!" It's why I have imagined myself spitting into the evil eyes of those two men, why I have hoped they are dead, why I've been glaring at strangers, wanting them to be hurt before they hurt me or someone I care about, why strangers resemble the unknown and the evil. This is why, before I get through with this world I will get it under control.
A second shock, this time of recognition. Looking back at what I have written, I am reading what it is that my mirror was not showing. This is hurt being generalized. This is the process of hate. This is what it feels like, to be at one time both the attacked and the attacker .This is how the unthinkable is thought of and why the "undo"able gets done.
There are two concentric circles; the vicious cycle of violence is trapped within the viscious cycle of anger. This is the reason that, although comforting in the short-run, the phrase " all right" is not good enough. Even the most' arbitrary act is a cause that has its effect, and is thus not easily dismissed from the chain of events that make up our history and our future.
Seldom have I been so sensitized to how intricately we are made up from the stubborn intrusions of our past. We are also made from pieces of each other's lives, from fragments of friendships and anecdotes we think we forget, and even of prayers that we barely can utter anymore. The prayer that suprised me when 1 received that telephone call continues to baffle me with its persistence: Let her be touched by kinder hands, and led by them out from these cycles and into a peace that goes beyond just "all right".
Hilda Beltran is a College senior
The perils and pleasures of pedaling to work There is often a desperate shortage of parking spaces for the cycling horde to put their bikes. Railings, small trees and lamp posts are often pressed into service once the standing racks are full. The difficulty of finding a proper spot -considering the frequent, mysterious (and usually midday) disappearances of anything not firmly welded or shackled to an immobile base has resulted in a sort of Sanctuary movement within the University.
Standing upright in corners and tucked behind benches, slipped into Ladies Rooms and into cold rooms (even into one darkroom), in almost every conceivable bit of spare space, cyclers park their spindily sculptures of spokes and pipe, safely hidden from roaming ne'er-do-wells and sap spitting shade trees.
I had previously taken a number of bike rides, and parking had been the least of my worries. I soon discovered that many of these concerns were magnified when I was not gliding along a pastoral lane or wooded road, but rather fighting the congested arteries of this metropolis.
The first concern that comes to mind is that of the car/bike relation. About 97 percent of drivers on the road are reasonably competent, and if not for them, it would not be possible to cycle on the streets at all. However, in order for the drivers to avoid us, they must first see us. For that reason, 1 and other cyclers wear insistently loud reflective tape which, when applied liberally about the ankles and helmet, produces the eye-catching glow I am quite sure has saved my shadowy form from many a nocturnal crash.
An early discovery of mine was that despite bright colors, there were still often times when it is not possible for drivers to see a bicycle. And contributing to the problem is the remaining three percent of traffic that is less than vigilant to begin with.
I mentioned some of these and other problems to Goldi, a biking acquantence and co-worker. Her advice was to pick up a whistle -loud and shrill -and to keep it in my mouth throughout my ride. As a defense against vehicles turning without signals and aggressive, inconsiderate driving, the whistle has proved an invaluable solution. Prior to its acquisition, my responses were limited to quick braking and natural agility. However, a whistle is useless against perhaps the most expensive peril on the streets themselves: The hundreds of places where the asphalt has apparently lost its integrity, giving rise to potholes of myriad shapes and depths.
What may be a barely noticeable bump from the cushioned confines of an automobile can be a genuine danger to a two-inch tire unprotected by shock absorbers. Using the wack and wobble method, 1 have memorized the irregularities of the road surface for the length of my commute, but this does not mean that rush hour traffic
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THE SUMMFRPFNNSYIVANIAN allows me to maneuver at will. Thus, one often strikes a hole one has hit many times before. One particular absence of tar occurred along the South Street Bridge. It grew to a whopping 15 inches in diameter and allowed a splendid view of the train tracks far below. Goldi's Italian grandmother calls them "mangiabicicletti" or "bicycle eaters." An apt phrase, to be sure. The last regular hazard to cyclers, or that is to say, one which is encountered on a daily basis, is the sudden opening of car doors. Popping open like the tripped traps, there is often little choice but to brake or be broken. There is a definite correlation between the proximity of a bicycle and the likelihood of a door opening. For instance, I have almost never seen a car's door open while traveling the same route in another car, or even on foot. This is a strange phenoemena, indeed.
These are not the only risks one may encounter, simply those one will certainly run into. Outcries at cyclers are common. Such vocalizations may be accompanied by flying stones, bottles and debris. Sadly, such displays are far too common, fouling the air and littering the street with all manner of garbage. As are bikers who consider themselves above the laws of the road.
Why then, in the face of all this apparent adversity, do I continue to cycle? Quite frankly, if is not so much in spite of the challenges as because of them. It is an invigorating way to arrive at work faster and more awake than any other mode of transportation.
Towards the completion of my morning trip, turning up Lombard Street, I managed to hit every light after the first on a green. I passed Goldi on the South Street Bride, took note of the fresh breeze and gorgeous sky and arrived at least 10 minutes faster than the bus. If one adds in the time saved from not going out to jog, the rewards of cycling to work begin to appreciate considerably. It certainly appears that way to many of my coworkers agree.
Dominic Novielli is a graduate student and full-time employee of the University. But Greene said on Sunday that her office had intended for the newspapers to be removed only from Bodek lounge, the room in Houston Hall the admissions office uses as a waiting area for campus tours.
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"It was really a case of students removing them from more places then they were authorized to," Greene said.
Greene, however, defended the rationale for the removals.
"We were hoping that it wouldn't be the first thing students and their parents coming to the University would see," she said. "It was not a question of supressing information.
In his letter, Stetson also stressed the ill effect the newspaper might have had on admissions. 
Musings on Cannes
Ttxt and Photos by Douglas Morse / fell awkward, weaving my way through the crowd towards the lockers. The station was typical: grimy with leftover candywrappers in the dirt. I found a free locker which I would call home for the next 12 nights, and stuffed my large blue backpack inside. I kept only a few essentials, such as a sleeping bag, food, and a little gas stove. I had arrived at Cannes.
Cannes (rhymes with lawn), like any town, contains mostly what one looks for. The Harvard Let's Go
Guide to France dubs it "The costliest jewel on the French Riviera," but many find that the beaches are cheap sleeping. This reknowned resort town hosts a variety of conventions, the most famous of which spans 12 days in Mid May -The Cannes Film Festival.
The Festival, and this last one was the 39th, is all about films; showing, selling, writing, and talking, always talking about films. Like the Oscars, the Festival is the industries' way of promoting itself. This conglomeration of movie power gives itself awards, gets more than a week's worth of free publicity, and, consequently, lures multitudes into the theatres. The self promotion suits everyone there. The 2000 plus journalists gather material for reviews, interviews, and features while directors and producers manipulate deals for old and new films.
An international film marketplace began at Cannes, ten years after the Festival opened. Films of all sorts are screened -some in the theaters and some on video tape. Commonly, companies set up offices in hotel suites and try to draw in potential distributers. Strolling in front of a T.V. screen, a distributer from the Philippines takes a look at A Nightmare on Elm Street II. Across the main street in Cannes some American buyers examined a new Japanese production, The Adventures of Chartran, starring several adorable cats.
The buying and selling of films sometimes dissolves into a complicated bartering system. In one of his press conferences, film mogul Menahem Golan related an interesting distribution deal. Golan had met with a Taiwanese buyer who wanted to show Branson's Deathwish II, and Golan agreed, provided that the Taiwanese theatre owner would also take a film by Robert Ahman, for free. The distributer was reluctant, but agreed. The next year, he was back, relaying the kudos of many university viewers. The buyer asked for another artsy film like it, and he got Robert Akman's Fool for Love based on the screenplay by Sam Sbepard. Perhaps part of Golan's success is his innovative market strategy -who else would risk giving away a feature film for free to pave the way for future business.
Most festival goers are not concerned with big deals, but taking care of themselves. For many visitors, especially those who were sleeping on the beach and living on spagetti, there is no real access to the F*#' va ! s networking. I had a unique opportunity to see this hidden side when I was befriended by director Alex Cox arid joined him at a party his producers were holding. Well, l arrived a half hour late, without an invitation. They wouldn't let me in until Alex arrived and escorted me. From then on, I didn't see much of him as he was busy drinking and talking, but I did get a chance to glimpse this hidden power mechanism of the Festival.
The festival itself is marked by extreme contrasts. Golan and Globus produced three entries in the official competition, including the excellent Fool for Love and Andrei Konchalovsky's Runaway Train. Yet their mainstays are films such as the pseudo-pornographic The Naked Cage II, and the recent flag-waving adventure flick Delta Force, starring Chuck Norris. Presently, Golan is directing the muscle-bound Stallone in Over the Top -a Rocky of the arm wrestling world. The differences between these films are typical of Cannes, and the division between competition productions and those that are sold in the marketplace. There are all these extremes in the industry, films that demand something of you, and films that leave you no room to think, and often no need to.
Opening the Festival is a traditional honor. This year that privilege went to Roman Polanski's latest effort Pirates, which was well recieved by the audience, if not by the critics. The critical canning of this film is surprising, especially in light of Polanski's reputation as a filmaker and the prerelease hype that this film had received
The problem with Pirates, as I see it, was that Polanski wanted to recreate a the type of film he had seen in his youth. He saw images of women as weak sexual objects, and he was faithful to this image in his film. In light of movies like Raiders of the Lost Ark, Romancing the Stone, and even the current hit Aliens women in the industry have taken on more dimensions. Even while enmeshed in a male directed fantasy world, like the movie industry, women characters become stronger.
Polanski's film failed because it offers nothing new to the spectator. He dishes out racism in the form of an Uncle Tom character, and sexism in the form of weak and vulnerable women characters. What appears dangerous here is that Polanski wanted to create a light entertainment film. Not to challenge, but to lull the viewer into a trance of adventure -simultaneously filling the viewer's mind with stock images and sterotypes of how men, women, and blacks are expected to act. Ala press conference even, Polanski admits, that "The film is full of stereotypes," and it is sorrowful that he cannot see the harm in this.
Along with the films of the official selection, there were other official presentations throughout the Festival -including an engaging screening of 15 films by young, artful directors called The Director's Fortnight. Included in this series were new films by subversive directors such as Repo Man's Alex Cox. One of the highlights of this collection was Cox's new film Sid and Nancy. Also shown were Down By Law, a surreal black (and white) comedy by Jim Jaramusch, who directed Stranger than Paradise, and NYU graduate Spike Lee's She's Gotta Have It -a riotous movie about Nora and her three lovers. None of these three films has opened yet in Philadelphia, but will most likely be shown in the future at theatres like the Ritz or TLA.
Moviegoers have always found ways to get around language barriers. Though taking place on the French coast, the Festival is bilingual. All of the French films have English subtitles while the English films have French. Films in other languages had French subtitles, though there were always headphones with translations. Even in the press conferences these little earphones were available, ready to babble each native speakers language to them.
Polanski's newest film is only one example of the industry's emphasis on the white, male world. As I walked along the main sireen The Palais Croisette, surrounded by advertisments for all sorts of awful films, I felt dispair and disgust, as if I had been betrayed. From my viewpoint, all these films were made for was to make money. There was profit in selling sex and violence and racism of this fantasy world. As director Neil Jordan put it, "I think films today are totally male centered." Fortunally, it was Jordan's film, Mona Lisa, that lead me to believe that there were other sorts of films at Cannes, ones that challenged a viewer and asked to be met halfway.
The nightly films were limited to those who happened to bring along a tux in their backpack. These big productions screenings began every night at 11 pm. Directors, producers and stars would attend the official screenings of their films, greeted by recorded and live fanfare, photographers, and the greedy eyes of the spectators, hoping to glimpse someone, or something. For those with less to spend on evening showings, there were the morning screenings, which were often followed by press conferences where directors would discuss their ideas and musings on film. It was here that the the journalists got to glimpse the rawer side of movie eccentrics like Robert Altman "The main reason for doing Fool For Love was Sam's courage for playing the part he wrote," said Altman at one of the numerous press conferences. After ruminating that he didn't know much about Sam Shepard, Altman took it upon himself to paraphrase Shepard's ideology, "If you ain't a cowboy, you ain't shit."
Cannes is set up well to handle its many journalists and visitors. In the main pavilion, journalists gather their press ID badges, all neatly filed by last name. In the next building, where security people deligently searched every parcel, there were small screening rooms and numerous informational desks. On the third floor were the shrines most important to the journalists: a balcony for photocalls and the press conference room. Also in this building were signs of twentieth century man at his peak -banks of T.V. screens within arms reach of expensive cocktail bars.
There had even been one night where I didn 7 have any food, officially. I also realized that with the bureaux des changes closed, since I was broke, there wasn't a high likely hood of buying some. So, I counted my metaphcrial pennies: one orange. Well, that wasn't much. Fortunally, I happend into a hotel and sat down at a table near the bar. I started to read, but greedily eyed the peanuts and crackers at the other tables. Unfortuneatly, all were guarded. I waited, and picked a strategic position near some people with some near-empty glasses. When they left, I struck, dragging a dish of peanuts and crackers to my table. I started to get more daring, and even walking aroung o bit. By the end, I had a pocket full of peanuts and some crackers in my belly.
Cannes, the resort town of temporary dreams started to drift into obscurity as the 39th Festival du Film drew to a close. Two films won grand prizes. The Mission, starring Sean Connery, took the Palm d'Or while The Sacrifice by Andrei Tarkovskij won the special jury prize. This stunning film represents the best of Cannes. It challenges the viewer, as one man searches for sanity in an insane world. Lengthy takes give the viewer time to think, questioning fundamentals of existance. The Sacrifice lacks the banality of the majority of films one can see at Cannes. Thinking films should be less rare.
ft Corns crowd. Potanskis Wrote ship, ond tte* jordon. Bob Hosttn of Mono Usq' Nothing in Common has some very fine moments. The comedy in the film is quite good and ranges from highly sophisticated barbs, to raunchy quips and silly slapstick. Particularly amusing are the office scenes with Hanks which deftly lampoon the advertising industry. In one hilarious sequence, Hanks has a fit because the sweet little grandmother he hired to be in a sentimental sliceof-Iife commercial shows up thoroughly plastered. Still, one hopes that in the future Gleason and Hanks will get together for a brilliant comedy instead of a so-so tragicomedy.
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.T^SAWMaEaWSYLVANiAN.. Or is he? Jason's visceral status has always been a bit mysterious. But instead of publishing a program with highlights of the previous movies' carnage, the movie's slogan offers the simple explanation that "Nothing this evil ever dies." Paramount executives must have chosen this slogan over the more appropriate: "We will not let anything this simple and profitable ever die."
ARTS & E N T E R T A I E N T
He's back and he's carving up campers
As the movie opens, Jason does appear to be dead. Tommy Jarvis (Thom Matthews), whose mother and friends were murdered by Jason a few movies back, escapes from The Mental Institution one stormy night to dig up Jason's grave and set fire to his body, thus releasing Tommy from the horrible dreams which haunt him, and to "send Jason to hell where he belongs."
But Tommy ignores the first rule of Completely Inane Slasher Movie Plot Devices: Never dig up the dead killer during an electrical storm on Friday the thirteenth because he will inevitably be struck by lightning to awaken from the dead and embark on yet another spree of senseless, yet delightfully graphic murders.
So, goalie mask in place (somehow Tommy had it), and dripping maggots, a partially decomposed yet fully functional Jason heads to his old hunting ground, Camp Crystal Lake, where, you guessed it, the campers are conveniently arriving for the impending slaughter. Realizing the task at hand, he hones his long-idle skills in the woods on the way, utilizing both conveniently-obtained sharpened weapons and his own bare hands to dispose of the camp's head counselors and a pair of lovers foolishly frolicking in the surrounding woods.
Meanwhile, Tommy warns the sheriff that he has placed the town in mortal danger. But the law, of course, is more interested in ignoring the past than learning from it. The sheriff explains that the town wants only to forget about the countless grisly slayings, and has taken the best precaution possible to prevent Jason the Undead from returning: they've changed the name of the town from Crystal Lake to Forest Green.
But the strategy, albeit brilliant, fails to fool the obviously illiterate undead killer. Bodies begin to be found, and the primary suspect is Tommy, who must now race against time and the law for the final, (at least this movie's final) confrontation with Jason.
In the meantime, we are forced to witness Jason's mindless and systematic butchering of character after character. Unlike the previous Friday the Thirteenths, however, most of the victims are not horny smartassed campers and counselors wr-» deserve to die, but strangers introduced only briefly enough to be established and then cut down. Two counselors are killed after having sex in a Winnebago, but it's hardly the plethora of half-naked teenaged bodies slashed during coitus that audiences have come to expect.
Writer/director Tom McLoughlin util-A demonic murderer savagery kills Horshack -Oohh, Oohh izes the usual subjective camera angles, cheap scares and graphic violence to compensate. Murders are witnessed through both victims' and Jason's eyes.
Blood gushes from open wounds and dismembered limbs. Pointed objects are embedded in heads, and heads are ripped from shoulders. Jason drives his fists through midsections. But the tricks are tired, and the killings come off as mundane rather than ghastly.
McLoughlin is successful, however, at humorously and self-consciously examining the slasher movie genre. Five of Jason's victims are colorful executives murdered while playing a weekend game of Skirmish. The final victim bravely attempts to stop Jason by shooting him with a paint pellet.
Many of the minor characters are afforded genuinely funny lines before they are mowed down. As Jason closes m on their bunk, two young campers discuss what they would have been if they were to somehow escape and grow up. Another victim warns her boyfriend too late "I've seen enough horror movies to know that any weirdo wearing a mask is never friendly." The cemetary's caretaker, after examining Jason's unearthed grave, pointedly tells the audience that "Some folks have a strange idea of entertainment."
But the laughs don't come often enough to break up the monotony of repetitious homicides and painfully dreary dialogue. The main characters' performances are particularly uninspired, but a few members of the supporting cast shine briefly before they're slashed. Ron Palillo (remember Horshack on Welcome Back Kotter) is perfect as Tommy's neurotic pal from the Institution. Tom Fridley, as Cort the counselor, has a hilarious scene teaching campers the history of trailblazing.
Although Paramount promised the Final Chapter way back in Friday the Thirteenth Part IV, Jason lives (surprise) even through Part Six. And he'll probably be back at camp next season, maybe even murdering some more boring characters. But even immensly profitable series peter out sometime. Hopefully, if Part VI isn't the last of Jason, Part VII will be a Happy Ending to a thoroughly frightless and utterly boring reign of terror. 
Out of Plot
By Julia Null
You've seen it a thousand times before: the wrong bag is picked up at the airport, the dastardly criminal will kill anyone he suspects of taking it, and the police are able to remain ignorant of the real situation for far too long. It is all these plot-extenders that make Out of Bounds, another teen-action adventure flick, move more like an episode of Miami Vice than like a movie.
Daryl Cage (played by Saturday Night Live regular Anthony Michael Hall) is a wet-behind-theears lowan who comes to Los Angeles to spend the summer with his brother and sister-in-law. In one of those mistakes that everybody (including the audience) is going to regret by the end of the movie, the trio picks up the wrong bag at the airport -the one filled with heroin instead of Cage's summer wardrobe. Cage wakes up the next morning to find his brother and sister-in-law dead, so, intelligently enough, he grabs a gun and runs away from the house. Bingo, the police assume he is the murderer, and proceed to chase him for the rest of the movie.
Cage turns to the dizzy waitress (Jenny Wright) he met on the plane for help, and the two of them start their crusade to clear Cage and return the drugs.
What follows is a series of nearmisses, whose non-occurence keeps the movie more than an hour long. Cage and the dealer cross paths a number of timesoften in L.A. clubs. These dark club scenes are the best part of the movie, featuring music by the Smiths and a terrific appearance by Siouxsie and the Banshees. But as soon as they exit the clubs, the movie speeds downhill. Too many chase scenes and too many guns fired by too many people just become too tiresome.
The film's plot flaws are compounded by the fact that there seems to be no real reason for all the hoopla. It's very hard to believe that a ruthless drug dealer who can kill drug enforcement agents and police officers by the handful has so much trouble bumping off a 19-year-old kid from Iowa.
But this isn't the only unbelievable aspect of the movie. Cage's girlfriend, appropriately named Dizz, is just a waitress, and yet she drives a convertible, lives in a great apartment and has a stunning wardrobe. All Cage does to hide from the police is buy some new clothes and put shoe THE SUMMER PENNSYLVANIA polish in his hair. But then, you know those crazy policemen fall for that stuff all the time.
All in all, there are just too many loose ends in this film. Why didn't Cage immediately go to the police with the heroin and let them take care of it? Why did he run from the scene in the first place? And so on.
The acting here is fine. Hall has just the innocent-but-wronged face (which worked to his advantage in his earlier movies Sixteen Candies and The Breakfast Club) to make the character work, and Wright seems wonderfully tough and eclectic. Their romance is thankfully not a focal point of the film, perhaps because it's just not at all interesting.
Director Richard Tuggle (Tightrope) relies too much on the horror movie quick-scare -the body falling out of the closet, the hand breaking through the window (a la Jagged Edge) -for what should have been true suspense. These moments are his desperate attempts to put some tension into the film. The plot is so transparent that the audience knows that sooner or later everything is going to work out for the best, just like on Friday's episode of Miami Vice. It's not clever enough to be a first-rate action film, but Out of Bounds might make a good Late Show. Since it is clearly too much trouble for the average person to test all the fowl filling the University area, we decided to take the initiative. Barbecue sauce in hand, representatives from The Summer Pennsylvanian made the rounds of local nugget joints and ate more than 100 of them. Considerations included taste, consistency of center, and the potential for a pulverizingly greasy feeling left in the stomach after consumption. Most nuggets were sampled without sauce, so the chicken could be assessed on a heart-to-heart level. The prices listed are per nugget, based on a six-pack, and the calorie estimations are all approximate.
Burger King SO-32/Nugget 40th & Walnut Streets. Sauces: barbecue, horesradish. sweet and sour. 34 calories /Nugget 4.5 Burger King's newest motto, "We know how burgers should be" seems to take their Chicken Tenders for granted. Yet of all the products tested, Chicken Tenders taste the most like chicken, and were, quite honestly, delicious.
A radically different shape makes Chicken Tenders easier to classify as a boneless chicken filet than a nugget. Tenders are simply one whole slab of chicken. The wide variance of sizes in any one box supports the claim that these are really pieces of chicken, not combo-chicken plywood loaded into a nugget shaped mold. Burger King also offers only white meat, while the others deliver both. The seasoning is pleasant, perhaps a bit too peppery, but then, we're getting into the gourmet reaches of fast food, where seasoning may be the responsibility of a tempermental chef. Yes, it is disconcerting to see a tiny roister design on the Chicken Tenders box, but this is not hard to overlook, particularly if one is hungry. Only true nugget devoteesthose who want to experience all nugget tastes and typeswill go to Kentucky Fried Chicken at 43rd and Market Sreets. It is a long trek for most, but it is a worthwhile cultural experience. The Kentucky Fried servers stand behind a glass wall which separates them from the customers. The Kentucky Nuggets are prepared and then shifted around on a revolving window -a bit impersonal, maybe, but interesting nonetheless. It is advised that those who need these nuggets take a few large friends with them, in case the glass is there for a good reason.
Nugget experts, go forth and enjoy. The tenderest chicken is found at Wendy's, with their Crispy Chicken Nuggets. Wendy's seems to have gotten the knack of frying down better than its competitiors. The crispy batter coating keeps a terrific amount of moisture inside so they taste more like chicken fried at home. Crispy Chicken Nuggets don't smell like grease; they smell like chicken. They are also the spiciest by far, with the golden coating actually revealing flecks of seasoning now and then. These nuggets are breaded, and the crust remains connected to the chicken for the duration of their stay in the mouth.
It is hard to say whether anyone's chicken will ever take the lead in the annals of fast food fame and fortune. If there is an irresistable force, there are always immovable objects. Stubborn people ignore trends, disregard national movements, spurn surveys, and continue to order hambugers, of all things. Jane Friedman, a College Junior and oft-seen purchaser of fast food delicacies is one of many who continues to place her trust in traditional double cheeseburger-like creations. "The chicken sometimes scares me. Plus which, I basically eat anything when I'm hungry." Need more be said? The play pulls no punches in its portrayal of the harsh realities of slavery. In a system where the whites exercise supreme authority over their slaves' destinies, the slaves had no rights and little hope of escape. A series of vignettes eloquently detail how a slave could expect to be malnourished, whipped, maimed, and auctioned away from his or her home and family as a matter of course. Whites, the play pointed out, "kept track of the slaves' ages, so they knew when to pay taxes on them." Yet the play also points out the ways the slaves, in order to gain a certain amount of freedom, manipulated white prejudice and superstition. In spite of the constant efforts of owners to keep them down, the slaves continued to defy the white power structure. Forbidden to conduct their own religious services without the supervision of a white minister, blacks worshipped on their own anyway and managed to hide it from the masters. Belief in the supernatural could make the master reluctant to cross the slave who was said to have certain occult powers.
In the end, however, slavery as an institution was doomed. It is here that the acting in Do And the record itself? Well, there are not as many standouts as last years fantastic / Don 7 Want To Grow Up or short spurts of brilliance as in the past, but still enough quality here to merit this one a listen. The cover of "Wendy" is as good as the original while "Got the Time," "Cheer Me Up" and "Green" are classic Descendents pop songs. The fact is that these boys actually have a bit of talent, more than can be said about most fare that one hears today, both on commercial and college radio.
Like past Descendents' efforts, there's still a good amount of worthless drivel and sophomoric humor. For instance. Enjoy refers to "smelly feet" and "farting" as pure forms of entertainment and enjoyment. The Descendents have never taken themselves totally seriously and with a live audience which averages 16 years of age they'd probably have a lot of trouble if they did.
On Enjoy, plays a missionary (yeah,  right) . The film was produced by Ex-Beatle George Harrison who's allegedly writing part of the score and it was originally set to open at Christmas. Often, when a film is moved up it's a good sign, because the distributor wants to get a hit out into the market. Often, it's a bad sign -let's dump it during the summer and get the cable and video money quicker.
Jumping Jack Flash. Penny ("Laverne") Marshall directs Whoopi "How did I get an Emmy nomination for my five minutes in 'Moonlighting?'" Goldberg. The editor thinks this is a maybe, but then again, she liked Barnyard of the Naked Dead. This writer would like to see it down a notch.
Manhunter. Michael Mann may wow viewers with "Miami Vice," and his upcoming crime series sounds even better, but this movie based on Thomas Harris's Red Dragon sounds like another big screen exercise in style over substance. Here, a pathologist helps the FBI find a serial murderer. After Band of the Hand, Mann will have to win back the fans he garnered with Thief.
The Losers
Rites of Summer. Kevin (Footloose) Bacon takes a group of boys on a survival mission in the wilderness. Bacon has yet to star in a good film, so this teenage Deliverance doesn't sound especially promising.
A 
567-0604)
FERRIS BUELLERS DAY OFF Ah, the irony ot being in a movie with a kid named Ferris (Budco Okie City, 2nd and Sansom,
627-5966)
A College Junior Donna Devrone participated in one study at IRL for a six-week period this summer. Devrone said Tuesday that she became aware of the opportunity when she saw an ad in the newspaper.
262-8311)
PETER, PAUL AND MARY
GEORGE BENSON
"It was the money that prompted me to go there," she said.
Devrone received $100 compensation for the inconvenience of visiting the office frequently and having patches on her arm and back. "I didn't really enjoy it at all . . . but it was worth it because I needed the money," she said.
At IRL it is not the pursuit of scientific knowledge which is at stake, but the demands of corporate America testing new products.
" Finucane said that asbestos has been used in residential buildings for insulation and fire protection, and that its removal was necessitated by the potential health threat of the substance.
"Asbestos is an insulating and incombustible material," he said. "It is often sprayed on ceilings for decorative purposes. Asbestos is a known carcinogen. Experiments have shown that [asbestos] has led to an increase in lung cancer and a disease called mesothelioma."
The University is currently suing the known manufacturers of the asbestos product in an attempt to recoup the cost of the removal and any related health-care expenses.
In the spring of 1984, the administration developed a three-year plan calling for the total removal of asbestos materials from the ceilings in the affected residences. In May of 1984, the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees approved the plan at an estimated cost of $3.9 million.
During According to Finucane, there are buildings on campus which still contain asbestos but it is mostly contained in mechanical rooms.
"As we proceed with renovations, we will be removing the remaining asbestos," he said. "The asbestos will be replaced with a non-fibrous material."
The Environmental Health and Safety office will continue to inspect rooms for potential problems.
Finucane added that he believes any remaining asbestos presents no danger to students. Asbestos material only becomes a problem when fibers are released into the air and this occurs only if ceilings are disturbed, he said.
West Campus Residences Director Tomas Leal expressed praise for the work of the Environmental Health and Safety office in responding to the asbestos problem.
"I feel that the (Environmental Health and Safety) office has been very good in responding to students' concerns," Leal said Tuesday night. "We have been instructed to refer people to this office. They have been timely and efficient and they take this problem seriously."
Leal added that the asbestos removal should not cause any delays in the opening of west campus residential halls for the fall semester.
Lack of funding paralyzes statue renovations
By Alex Kudera
The 53,000-pound statue of William Penn which sits on top of City Hall is being hit by the summer's worse case of eczema and no apparent cure is in sight.
According to city officials, falling pieces of the 37-foot high statue represent a potential health hazard for all who walk in and around City Hall, but the restoration of the statue is presently at a standstill from lack of City Council funding.
And despite the approximately 14 months the statue has been surrounded by scaffolding, most of the restoration remains to be done.
"When pieces do fall we cannot deny a problem," said the Project Manager for the statue's restoration, Joseph Graci. "That's why we have put up some protection over walkways and a safety net."
"We're trying to get city management to give us more money," he added. "Pieces have landed on the sidewalk and we don't want anyone getting hit by them."
Graci said that the project currently has $6 million in its spending budget but that $15 million would be needed to complete the restoration.
But City Councilwoman Joan Specter said Tuesday that this year's city budget would allocate only S3 million for the restoration project. If that sum is renewed annually the restoration could begin three years from now, according to Specter.
City officials have said that no satisfactory bids came in the first time the city went searching for someone to do the restoration work.
"Only one contractor applied
Mantua frompagel
oppose any attempt to displace long time residents. John Roberts, a democratic committeeman from the 24th ward, said he thinks his friends and neighbors are going to have to ready themselves for a fight if they want to keep their neighborhood. "We have to fight the upper class and the middle class," Brown said bitterly. "The upper class, they try to kick you out. They don't give a damn."
But Roberts hasn't conceded his home just yet. "Mantua can have a good future, but it takes the people in the community. They have to help themselves. If people see you do something yourself, they'll try to help you." MCP, led for the past two years by Brown, has tried to do its part to upgrade the community. Since its inception in 1967, MCP, with financial backing from various city organizations, has rehabilitated over 500 houses, built a church, a library and 125 apartments. In addition the organization has aided residents in obtaining grants and loans to rehabilitate houses.
But according to Brown, "our biggest problem now is to stop gentrification. It's already started in a couple of spots." .
One way to stop it. Brown said, is to sell vacant lots to the people who live next to them. The lots, Brown said, can be used to build additions to homes, or as a garden or a garage.
Brown said community pride is another step that has been taken to fight gentrification. "There's such a pride here," he said. "It's like a small town. During the strike you didn't see many trash bags out on the curbs. That's an example of pride. People look out for each other here."
John Forte, the director of public information for the Philadelphia Housing Authority, said the PHA has been involved in building a 125-unit high rise apartment building and rehabilitating 369 "scattered sites" -apartments in individual homes controlled by the PHA -in the Mantua area.
PHA discourages gentrification by providing homes for low rent, he said. But he added the process cannot be controlled by the housing authority.
"Gentrification is usually done through private homes and that's why government can't stop it," he said. "A private homeowner is going to sell to the highest bidder. That's why you wake up one day and find the neighborhood has changed." Tim Spencer, the director of the anti-graffiti network and formerly the director of MCP, said about 40 percent of the residents of Manuta own their own homes.
"The home ownership is mostly senior citizen," Brown said. "Hopefully, the children or grandchildren will take over." for the job," City Councilman Thatcher Longstreth said on Tuesday. "The city did not feel that this man had the capabilities to do the job."
Graci said that when the project does begin it will take at least two and one-half years before it is completed. Graci said that the total time would vary depending upon the severity of upcoming winters.
" of a building in the world," Graci said.
Graci also said that he is interested in improving the beauty of the building as part of the eventual restoration, but added that first money would be allotted to repairing the structure of the building.
"The first priority is to make the building structurely sound," he said. "The second priority is to make the building architecturally pleasing." Aquaciser from pegs 1 "It's all up in the air at this time," he said. "The money belongs to the Veterinary School, and we assume that we will be reimbursed for our losses. Of course we're happy about the judgment, but we aren't at all sure whether or not there's any money to be collected at this point."
Though the Hansen Corporation never responded to the court summonses, there was an apparent attempt to settle the suit out of court.
David Hansen, president of the Corporation, said in February that he wanted to repair the device if possible. "I'm more than willing to correct this so we don't have an enemy at the University but a friend." Hansen could not be reached Tuesday for comment on the case.
The University alleged that it spent almost $1700 attempting to repair the Aquaciser, and that it lost over $47,000 in income because the device did not work. The court also awarded the University punitive damages and miscellaneous fees. "There's really nothing to say at this point," McFeely explained. "We're just waiting to see whether we will see any money or not." 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR STUDY OF BRAIN METABOLISM
Teamsters from page 1
University officials reportedly pushed for the lower number of annual sick days to combat what they see as a high rate of absenteeism among the housekeepers.
Patterns of Friday and Monday absence also were noted in the negotiations.
The new contract allows the University to employ 15 part-time housekeepers to Till in for absent full-time employees. The parttime employees will not receive University benefits, although they will be union members.
"The way they set it up now, they're certainly going to have better control," Morris said. 
